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Introduction
This mask set errata applies to this 908AS60 MCU mask set:
•

3H62A

MCU Device Mask Set Identification
The mask set is identified by a 5-character code consisting of a version
number, a letter, two numerical digits, and a letter, for example 3H62A. All
standard devices are marked with a mask set number and a date code.

MCU Device Date Codes
Device markings indicate the week of manufacture and the mask set used. The
date is coded as four numerical digits where the first two digits indicate the year
and the last two digits indicate the work week. For instance, the date code
“0201” indicates the first week of the year 2002.

MCU Device Part Number Prefixes
Some MCU samples and devices are marked with an SC, PC, or XC prefix. An
SC prefix denotes special/custom device. A PC prefix indicates a prototype
device which has undergone basic testing only. An XC prefix denotes that the
device is tested but is not fully characterized or qualified over the full range of
normal manufacturing process variations. After full characterization and
qualification, devices will be marked with the MC or SC prefix.
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BDLC 300 µs IFS Issue

SE18-BDLC

If two messages are received at 300 µs interframe separation (IFS) (+/– µs, as
measured at the RX pin), the second message’s start-of-frame (SOF) symbol
generates an invalid symbol interrupt. This invalid symbol interrupt results in
the second message being lost and, therefore, unavailable to the application
software. This is the result of a race condition within the BDLC where it is
changing states in its receive state machine at the same time a transition
occurs on the RX pin (beginning of the SOF symbol of the second message).

Workarounds

•

Ensure that no nodes on the J1850 network will transmit a message at
300 µs IFS separation from another message. Be certain that physical
layer error is taken into account when calculating this case, as
temperature changes and ground shifts can shift the timing seen at the
RX pin of the microcontroller. Motorola silicon implementations of J1850
have not been shown to retransmit any faster than 320 µs, and are,
therefore, not likely to cause this behavior.

•

Design messaging and application software to properly handle loss of
messages in the system. This is safe programming practice in any case
and will protect the integrity of the system in the event of a lost message.

Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI)

SE11-SPI

Clearing the SPE bit to disable the SPI can cause an error when transmitting
in slave mode. In this situation, a race condition occurs, allowing an invalid
mode fault to occur.
Mode faults occur on the SPI when the slave select (SS) pin is toggled during
a transmission. Mode faults also occur if SS is selected and then unselected
before SPSCK returns to its idle level after the shift of the eighth data bit when
CPHA = 0 while in slave mode.
When the SPI is disabled, the special port function associated with SS is also
disabled and returns to a logic 1. In slave mode, SS must remain a logic 0
during a transmission. Thus, disabling the SPI causes the SS signal to go high
internally, which sets up a race for the port logic to send in a logic 1 and the SPI
to shut down mode fault detection internally.

Workaround
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This condition can be avoided easily in software if mode faults are disabled by
clearing the MODFEN bit of the SPSCR register before disabling the SPI in
slave mode.
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Timer Interface Module (TIM)

SE12-TIMA_AND_TIMB

When the toggle on overflow (TOV) bit is set, writing to a TCHxH register at the
point of an overflow inhibits the associated pin from toggling until the TCHxL
register is written. The pin then toggles at the next overflow. Even though a
toggle can be completely missed, the TOF flag will be set and an interrupt can
be generated. The only way to inhibit a toggle on overflow and set the TOF bit
is to write to the TMODH register until the TMODL register is written. Similarly,
in buffered PWM mode, writing to the inactive registers (TCH0H:l, TCH2H:L,
TCH4H:L) at this overflow point produces the same problem. Writing to the odd
channels (TCH1H:L, TCH3H:L, TCH5H:L) produces no faults.

Workaround:

Avoid this problem by using the overflow routine instead of writing to inactive
channel registers within the output compare routine. Each output compare
event occurs as a result of the last channel register written to prior to the last
overflow.
Make sure that both odd and even timer channel registers are initialized. Write
to the odd channels last, because the active channel register on startup is the
even channel. If the inactive channel register is not written to last, then the next
PWM pulse width will be exactly the same as the first, reflecting the value
written to the even channel register.

Byte Data Link Controller (BDLC) Short-to-Ground

SE39-BDLC

If a short-to-ground occurs on the SAE J1850 bus while a message is being
transmitted, the BDLC can enter a state in which it is unable to transmit any
more messages until it is reset to a known state. For this error to occur, the
short-to-ground of the SAE J1850 bus must meet these strict conditions:
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•

The start of the J1850 bus short must occur after the bit or symbol
preceding a message byte has been recognized as valid but before the
rising edge of the second bit in the message byte (first active bit) has
occurred. For the first byte of a message, this means that the short must
occur after the start of frame (SOF) symbol has been recognized as valid
and before the second bit of the byte has started. For any following
message bytes, the short must start after the last bit of the previous byte
has been recognized as a valid bit and before the second bit of the byte
has started.

•

The J1850 bus short must then short the bus long enough to prevent the
second bit in the message byte from being recognized as a valid symbol.
This means that if a long high symbol is being transmitted as the second
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bit of a byte and it is shorted to the length of a short high bit, this error
will not occur. This error will manifest itself only if the second bit is
shorted to a length less than that defined for a valid active symbol.
If the short-to-ground of the SAE J1850 bus does not meet the above
conditions, the BDLC will not enter the state where it is unable to transmit.
If a short happens as described above, these events will occur:
•

The invalid symbol flag ($1C), which is the highest priority, will be set in
the BSVR.

•

The loss of arbitration (LOA) flag ($14) may be set in the BSVR.

•

The CRC flag ($18) will be set in the BSVR after an end of data (EOD)
symbol has been recognized on the bus.

•

Once the short is cleared, the BDLC may transmit an active symbol onto
the SAE J1850 bus before halting transmission. Or if this active symbol
is transmitted, it will be interpreted as an invalid symbol by any other
node on the network.

•

The BDLC will then enter a lockup state (unable to transmit) and will
remain in this state until either another message is received from the
SAE J1850 bus or until a WAIT instruction is executed.

To remedy a short temporarily, use either of these steps. Using both steps is
not necessary.
•

Receive another message. When another message is received, the
rising edge of the SOF symbol will reset the BDLC to its initial state,
resolving the problem. The message which resets the BDLC will be
received correctly.

•

Execute a WAIT instruction. This instruction will place the BDLC into its
reset state. Exit from wait mode can be achieved by the reception of a
message from the SAE J1850 bus or through a timer or hardware
interrupt.

FLASH Memory

SE40-FLASH

Verify mode is now known as margin read mode.
The presence of a voltage VHI (defined as VDD + 2 to VDD + 4) on the IRQ pin
will bypass block protection. No matter which block protect bits are set in the
FLASH block protect register (FLBPR), all memory is available for
programming or erasing. The block protect VHI override is only level sensitive
(not latched).
The minimum FLASH READ bus clock period (tCYC) is 119 ns (8.4 MHz). The
maximum is 31.250 ns (32KHz).

4
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FLASH Memory SE40-FLASH

The minimum FLASH program/erase/margin read frequency is 1.8 MHz. The
maximum is 2.3 MHz.
The minimum FLASH erase time (tERASE) is 100 ms.
The use of the smart programming algorithm (the iterative page
program/margin read technique) is required.
When using the iterative page program/margin read technique, a maximum of
five programming pulses is allowed. The minimum duration of the programming
pulse (tSTEP) is 1 ms. The tSTEP duration is defined as the amount of time
during one program cycle that HVEN is asserted (HVEN=1). The maximum
tSTEP is 1.2 ms. Therefore, the maximum cumulative program time (tPROG) per
page is 6 ms. The requisite smart programming algorithm determines the
necessary program time requirements of each page.
Cumulative program time exceeding 6 ms may cause unintentional
programming of erased bits. This condition is known as program disturb.
The maximum program time per row (tROW) between erase cycles is 48 ms.
Program time greater than 48 ms per row may cause program disturb.
The minimum FLASH endurance is 100 erase/program cycles.
Executing STOP and WAIT instructions from code running in the FLASH may
cause high STOP and WAIT IDD. There are two possible software workarounds
to invoke STOP (WAIT) mode with minimum IDD consumption. One technique
involves jumping to RAM to execute the STOP (WAIT) instruction. Another
technique entails placing the STOP (WAIT) instruction at the end of a FLASH
memory boundary where the next location is a not FLASH location. For
example, place the STOP (WAIT) instruction at $FDFF, since the next location
$FE00, is not a FLASH address.
Characterization of the FLASH memory across the full
temperature/voltage/frequency specification has detected a fault which
prevents reads of the FLASH memory at high temperatures. The maximum
frequency versus temperature is defined as:
Table 1.
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Temperature

Maximum Frequency

VDD

– 40 °C

8.4 MHz

5.0 V ± 10%

25 °C

8.4 MHz

5.0 V ± 10%

85 °C

6.0 MHz

5.0 V ± 10%

125 °C

5.0 MHz

5.0 V ± 10%
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FLASH Array Row Architecture

SE41-FLASH

The following addressing example indicates the row boundaries implemented
in the Flash memory. Recall each row has 8 pages of 8 bytes in which all bytes
are addressed as consecutive memory locations.
Table 2.
$0E00 – $0E3F
$0E40 – $0E7F
$0E80 – $0EBF
$0EC0 – $0EFF
$0F00 – $0F3F
--------------------$FFC0 – $FFFF

FLASH Low-Power Modes

SE42-STOPandWAIT

The WAIT and STOP instructions put the MCU in low power consumption
standby modes.

WAIT Mode

Putting the MCU into wait mode while the FLASH is in read mode does not
affect the operation of the FLASH memory directly, but there will not be any
memory activity since the CPU is inactive.
The WAIT instruction should not be executed while performing a program or
erase operation on the FLASH. When the MCU is put into wait mode, the
charge pump for the FLASH is disabled so that either a program or erase
operation will not continue. If the memory is in either program mode (PGM = 1,
HVEN = 1) or erase mode (ERASE = 1, HVEN = 1), then it will remain in that
mode during wait. Exit from wait must now be done with a reset rather than an
interrupt because if exiting wait with an interrupt, the memory will not be in read
mode and the interrupt vector cannot be read from the memory.

STOP Mode

When the MCU is put into stop mode, if the FLASH is in read mode, it will be
put into low power standby.
The STOP instruction should not be executed while performing a program or
erase operation on the FLASH. When the MCU is put into stop mode, the
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FLASH Low-Power Modes SE42-STOPandWAIT

charge pump for the FLASH is disabled so that either a program or erase
operation will not continue. If the memory is in either program mode (PGM = 1,
HVEN = 1) or erase mode (ERASE = 1, HVEN = 1), then it will remain in that
mode during stop. Exit from stop must now be done with a reset rather than an
interrupt because if exiting stop with an interrupt, the memory will not be in read
mode and the interrupt vector cannot be read from the memory.
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suitability of its products for any particular purpose, nor does Motorola assume any
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disclaims any and all liability, including without limitation consequential or incidental
damages. “Typical” parameters which may be provided in Motorola data sheets
and/or specifications can and do vary in different applications and actual
performance may vary over time. All operating parameters, including “Typicals”
must be validated for each customer application by customer’s technical experts.
Motorola does not convey any license under its patent rights nor the rights of
others. Motorola products are not designed, intended, or authorized for use as
components in systems intended for surgical implant into the body, or other
applications intended to support or sustain life, or for any other application in which
the failure of the Motorola product could create a situation where personal injury or
death may occur. Should Buyer purchase or use Motorola products for any such
unintended or unauthorized application, Buyer shall indemnify and hold Motorola
and its officers, employees, subsidiaries, affiliates, and distributors harmless
against all claims, costs, damages, and expenses, and reasonable attorney fees
arising out of, directly or indirectly, any claim of personal injury or death associated
with such unintended or unauthorized use, even if such claim alleges that Motorola
was negligent regarding the design or manufacture of the part.
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